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Key points:

1. One of the first studies to characterize the multidimensional behavior of flood change across the United States.

2. Changes in floods lacked geographic cohesion, with half of the streamgages experiencing no statistically significant change.

3. Meaningful generalizations about flood change across the United States remain elusive.

4. Abstract

Trends in the peak magnitude, frequency, duration and volume of frequent floods (floods occurring at an average of two events per year relative to a base period) across the United States show large changes; however, few trends are found to be statistically significant. The multidimensional behavior of flood change across the United States can be described by four distinct groups, with streamgages either experiencing: 1) minimal change, 2) increasing frequency, 3) decreasing frequency, or 4) increases in all flood properties. Yet, group membership shows only weak geographic cohesion. Lack of geographic cohesion is further demonstrated by weak correlations between the temporal patterns of flood change and large-scale climate indices. These findings reveal a complex, fragmented pattern of flood change that, therefore, clouds the ability to make meaningful generalizations about flood change across the United States.
1. Introduction

As the magnitude and intensity of precipitation events increase in many areas worldwide [Kunkel et al., 2013], there is a need to understand how these increases translate to changes in observed floods. Whereas changes in the frequency and magnitude of catastrophic floods are of obvious interest for social, ecological, and economic reasons [Bouwer, 2011], changes in the magnitude, duration, and volume of more frequently occurring floods have the potential to adjust alluvial channels and affect the capacity of a channel to contain flood flow [Slater et al., 2015].

Almost all studies of long-term global [Kundzewicz et al., 2005] and national [for example, Lins and Slack, 1999] trends in floods have focused solely on trends in the time series of annual floods - defined as the largest streamflow that occurs in each year of observed record. The use of the annual flood has several important limitations: 1) only trends in the magnitude of the flood can be considered, 2) there is only exactly one event per year and, therefore, multiple within-year floods are not considered, and 3) the highest flow in a given year may not even be a “flood” using common definitions of flood (e.g. overbank flow); it was merely the largest streamflow observed in that year. It has also been suggested that the focus on annual floods has confounded relations of observed flood changes to large-scale climate indices [Hirsch and Archfield, 2015; Mallakpour and Villarini, 2015] and a peaks-over-threshold (POT) derived series of flood events could clarify relations between climate and flooding [Hirsch and Archfield, 2015]. A POT-derived time series of flood events includes all daily mean streamflow values that exceed a selected high streamflow value, thereby allowing for the inclusion of multiple high streamflow events in some years and no events in other years.

Recent work across Europe [Mediero et al., 2015] and at regional scales [Armstrong et al., 2012, 2014; Mediero et al., 2014; Mallakpour and Villarini, 2015] that employed a POT approach to analyze for trends in both magnitude and frequency of floods have found a limited number of changes in floods with complex patterns of geographic cohesion [Mediero et al., 2015] and, in the central United States, changes to flood frequency but not magnitude [Mallakpour and Villarini, 2015]. No such study has been completed using a POT approach for the conterminous United States nor examined multivariate flood properties.
This study examines changes in flood frequency, magnitude, duration and volume of flood events across the various physiographic and climate regions of the conterminous United States using time series of mean daily streamflow observed at 345 streamgages over the past 70 years (see Supplementary Materials for more details) (Fig. 1). Floods are then treated as a multidimensional process, where patterns of floods in four dimensions (frequency, peak magnitude, duration and volume) are evaluated across the United States to find distinct groupings of multidimensional flood behavior. Changes in floods are evaluated relative to a consistent base period in order to address questions such as whether floods are becoming more frequent, longer, or larger (either in peak or volume) (see Supplementary Materials for more details).

2. Regional trends in the frequency, duration, magnitude, and volume of floods

Of interest across the United States are regional changes in flood properties. At-site trend evaluations provide information only about one location on a river and, therefore, provide only limited inference about spatial patterns in floods. Regional trends were assessed in the frequency, duration, peak magnitude, and volume of flood events by 400 km by 400 km grid cells across the United States (see Supplementary Materials for more details) (Fig. 2). The regional trend analysis was limited to areas with a minimum density of long-term reference streamgage records and, in aggregate, these areas encompass about 70 percent of the land area of the conterminous United States. The assessed areas exclude much of the southwest physiography (Fig. 1), including the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateaus, as well as the Rocky Mountains and Columbia Plateau.

Across the assessed area of the United States, few significant regional trends (at $\alpha = 0.1$) are observed across the United States and, for those flood properties that do exhibit a significant trend, the magnitude of this change over time is relatively small, with a few exceptions (Fig. 2). The actual number of regions with significant trends was 11, 6, 10, and 8 for frequency, peak magnitude, duration, and volume, respectively (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the number of decreasing trends and increasing trends for each of the four metrics is as follows: frequency (5 decreasing, 6 increasing), peak magnitude (1 decreasing, 5 increasing), duration (2 decreasing, 8 increasing), and volume (2 decreasing and 7 increasing) (Fig. 2).
New England (Fig. 1) shows a large, significant increase in the frequency of events per year, with increases from an average of two events per year over a base period from 1940 to 1970 to about five events per year during a more recent period from 1971 to 2013 (Fig. 2a). Other areas of the county show limited significant increases or decreases in the frequency of flood events as compared to the base period; however, there are notable decreases in the frequency of flood events in Florida and in the northern Great Plains and Upper Mississippi Valley (from two events per year to one event per year) (Fig. 2a). Notable increases are centered over Michigan (from two to four events per year) and the Pacific northwest (Fig 2a).

Regional changes in the peak magnitude of flood events show only statistically significant changes in 6 of the 41 grid cells. Of these, 5 cells show an upward trend and one cell shows a downward trend at a significance level of 0.1 (at a significance level of 0.01, 2 cells were found to be significant). One of those cells – located in the Great Plains (Fig. 1) - shows an appreciable change in the peak magnitude of flood events, with the mean peak magnitude of the flood events increasing 1.5 times (150 percent) relative to the base period (Fig 2b), meaning the present peak magnitude values were as much as 150 percent larger than observed during the base period.

Changes in the duration and volume of events show significant increases in the Great Plains, with durations of flood events increasing in length by 2 to 5 times (200 to 500 percent) relative to what was observed during the base period (Fig. 2c) and volumes of flood events in this area becoming nearly 6 times greater than the average flood event volume observed during the base period (Fig. 2d). Other areas of the country exhibited statistically significant changes in the duration and volume of flood events; however, the magnitudes of change in these flood properties were small (Fig. 2c-d).

From a field significance [Livezey and Chen, 1983] perspective, hypothesis tests were applied to the 41 regions for each flood property to determine if the number of regions with a significant trend is greater than what could be expected by chance, and, if the number of regions with observed significant increasing trends is statistically different than the number of regions with observed significant decreasing trends. If one applies a significance level, $\alpha$, equal to 0.1 for field significance, results were field significant (when the resulting p-value is less than $\alpha$) for frequency (p-value = 0.0005), duration (p-value = 0.0019), and volume (p-value = 0.048), but not for peak magnitude (p-value = 0.22). In evaluating the probability that the number of observed increasing trends is different from the number of observed decreasing trends, the results were field significant for peak magnitude (p-value = 0.031) but not for
frequency (p-value = 1.00), duration (p-value = 0.11), and volume (p-value = 0.18). Therefore, three of the four flood metrics (frequency, duration, and volume) showed significantly more regions with trends than would be expected under chance; yet, none of these flood metrics showed statistically significant evidence for a tendency towards increasing trends versus decreasing trends. For the remaining metric – peak magnitude – the data do not show a significantly higher number of trends than expected, but for those that were significant, there was a strong propensity towards increasing trends versus decreasing.

Much of the United States has not experienced significant change in any of the flood properties, with the exception of New England and the northern Great Plains and Upper Mississippi Valley (Fig. 2). The northern Great Plains and Upper Mississippi Valley appear to show significant but small decreases in the frequency of flood events and large increases in the peak, duration, and volume of flood events (Fig. 2). New England exhibits the opposite behavior, showing large, significant increases in the frequency of flood events and significant (but small) decreases in the peak, duration, and volume of flood events (Fig. 2).

3. Geographic cohesion of trends

The multidimensional nature of these trends was explored using cluster analysis [Venables and Ripley, 2002; Olden et al., 2012], combining similar patterns of increases or decreases in the frequency, duration, peak magnitude, and volume of flood events into four distinct groups (see Supplementary Materials for more details): (1) streamgages generally showing no change (i.e. streamgages generally showing very little change and most changes being non-significant) in any of the flood properties (NC, no change) (Fig. 3a); (2) streamgages generally exhibiting only an increasing frequency of events (IF, increasing frequency) (Fig. 3b); (3) streamgages showing increases across all flood properties (AI, all increasing,) (Fig. 3c); and (4) streamgages generally exhibit only a decreasing frequency of events (DF, decreasing frequency) (Fig. 3d). Box plots (Fig 3) of the clustering variables – the Mann Kendall tau value [Helsel and Hirsch, 2002] measuring correlation between time and the respective flood property – describe the behavior of the observed changes in floods. Based on the significance tables for the Kendall tau correlation coefficient, values between ±0.13 are not significant at the level of 0.1 for records of 74 years duration. For records that are slightly shorter, such as 60 years, the critical values of tau are at about ±0.145. As such, when the boxplot for a given flood property is largely contained between these bounds, one can generally conclude that within that group trends in that given flood property are not
significant (Fig. 3). For example, the AI group shows a tendency towards increases in all flood properties although very few of them are statistically significant (Fig 3c). Two groups had streamgages showing significant trends in increasing frequency (group IF; Fig 3b) or decreasing frequency (group DF (Fig. 3d)) with no strong tendency towards positive or negative trends for peak magnitude, duration, and volume. Of note, in the IF and DF groups, all tau values were positive or negative, respectively, even if the tau value was not significant. In addition to considering the behavior of floods within the four groups, it is interesting to note that no clusters exhibited widespread decreasing trends in duration, peak magnitude, and volume of the flood events.

Across the United States, there is an apparent lack of geographic cohesion within the clusters; however, some regional patterns can be observed. The NC group (Fig. 3a) has the largest membership, containing nearly 40 percent of the streamgages and these are scattered across the United States. In the eastern United States, all but three streamgages located in New England physiographic region belong to the IF group (Fig. 3b), which shows strong increases in the frequency of flood events and is consistent with the regional analysis of trends (Fig. 2a). Yet, in other portions of the eastern United States, a mixed pattern emerges. In the Appalachian Plateaus (Fig. 1), approximately half of the streamgages belong in the NC group (Fig. 3a) whereas most streamgages in the nearby Valley and Ridge, Blue Ridge, and Piedmont (Fig. 1) are evenly mixed across the NC, IF or AI groups (Fig. 3a-c). Further south, in the eastern portion of the Coastal Plain (Fig. 1), all but one streamgage belongs in the DF group (Fig. 4d), contrasting the increased frequency of flooding in the northeast United States to the decreased frequency of flooding observed in the southeast United States.

Streamgages located in the central United States also do not appear to group in a cohesive spatial pattern; however, nearly all streamgages in the Ozark Plateaus and Superior Upland (Fig. 1) have membership in the NC group (Fig. 3a). Streamgages located in the Central Lowland (Fig. 1) have streamgages in each of the four groups and even closely-located streamgages have membership in different groups with the exception of streamgages in the northern portion of the Central Lowland, which mostly belong in the AI group. For the streamgages within this localized region, the average number of days of streamflow over the threshold tripled when compared to the average number of days of streamflow over the threshold that occurred prior to 1970. Streamgages in the Great Plains (Fig. 1) have membership in each of the groups with the exception of the IF group. In the northern and southern Rocky Mountains (Fig. 1) nearly all streamgages belong to the NC group (Fig. 3a);
too few streamgages are located in the Columbia Plateau, Basin and Range, and Colorado Plateaus to make any regional observations about group membership (Fig. 1).

Much like the eastern portion of the United States, there are stronger regional patterns in the western portion of the United States than in the central United States. Streamgages belonging in the NC group are located along the entire stretch of the west coast of the United States (Fig 3a); however, streamgages belonging to the IF or AI group are confined to the northernmost portion (Fig 3b) and streamgages belonging to the DF group are mainly located in the middle portion, just below the northernmost streamgages (Fig. 3c). This clear demarcation in the behavior of floods in the northwest United States (increasing frequency or all increasing flood properties in the northern portion and decreasing frequency in middle portion) was unexpected for such a relatively small region. Most of the streamgages in the southern portion of the west coast fall into the NC group with a few streamgages belonging to the IF or AI groups.

4. Relation of trends to large-scale, quasi-periodic climate indices

The relation of large-scale, quasi-periodic ocean/atmosphere oscillations to flood events is not well understood [Merz et al., 2014]. This lack of understanding may be due, in part, to the general practice of relating annual flood series - rather than the POT series - to these patterns [Hirsch and Archfield, 2015]. Quasi-periodic oscillations can often be represented by climate indices such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), Pacific North American (PNA) Oscillation, El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). To this end, the time series of frequency, peak magnitude, duration, and volume of flood events at each streamgage were correlated to the NAO, AMO, PNA, ENSO, and PDO. The details of this analysis can be found in the Methods.

Correlations are generally low (Fig. 4a) and not significant. For most flood property-climate index pairs, the fraction significant was near the significance level of $\alpha$ equals 0.1 (Fig. 4a). A few pairs stand out as being at least twice as large: frequency correlated with PNA or PDO, and duration, peak magnitude and volume correlated with ENSO (Fig. 4a). Field significance [Livezey and Chen, 1983] was not calculated because of the potentially large intersite correlations among nearby streamgages. In two of these cases the fraction of streamgages with significant correlations was over two and half times the individual significance level of $\alpha$ equals 0.1 (Fig. 4a): 1) duration and ENSO, and 2) volume and ENSO.
The cross-correlations between 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-month lags between the flood event and the preceding n-month climate index value (where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6) were also computed. For this analysis, we chose to examine the 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-month lags between the flood event and the preceding n-month climate index value (where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6). The lagged correlations between the frequency of flood events were not further examined, as this is an annual series and the climate indices are already averaged over the year before computing the correlations. Only results for the 3-month and 6-month lag are shown because similar results were observed across all lags, which is also consistent with what was observed when no lag was considered: the relation between ENSO and duration and ENSO and volume remain the two relations for which approximately 25 percent of streamgages have significant correlations. The correlations for these pairings were mapped to evaluate any regional patterns in these relations (Fig. 4b-c). Nearly all other relations between a given climate index and flood property across all lags have significant correlations approximately equal to what one would expect by chance given a significance level of 0.1.

Widespread regional patterns are evident in correlations between ENSO and duration and volume (Fig. 4b-c), extending west from the Great Plains to the Cascade-Sierra Mountains (Fig. 1); nearly all of the streamgages located in this area have significant, positive correlations greater than 0.25. Streamgages close to the 100th meridian - commonly used demarcation line separating arid climates to the west and sub-humid climates to the east - show the strongest tendencies towards increasing volume and duration of floods. A substantial climate and hydrologic shift has been documented in this region [Ryberg et al., 2014] with an extreme wet period persistent over the past two decades. Paleohydrologic data indicate previous episodes of similar wet regimes, suggesting that this is a large-scale quasi-periodic phenomenon [Ryberg et al., 2016]. Significant, positive but lower magnitude correlations are observed in New England and, to a lesser extent, in the Valley and Ridge and Blue Ridge regions. By contrast, the Pacific Northwest has significant, low, and negative correlations between ENSO and duration and volume. Aside from these particular examples (Fig. 4b-c), there is little evidence to suggest strong relations between most large-scale, quasi-periodic climate indices and the flood properties examined in this study.
5. Conclusions

Observed changes in short term precipitation intensity from previous research and the anticipated changes in flood frequency and magnitude expected due to enhanced greenhouse forcing are not generally evident at this time over large portions of the United States for several different measures of flood flows. Statistically significant regional trends in flood properties are observed more than what would be expected by chance alone, but the directions of these trends do not present a coherent spatial pattern. Many regions show no particular indications in changes in flood properties, while some others show specific patterns of changing flood properties. However, even within a given region of the nation, the changes exhibited can be very different in watersheds that are in close proximity to each other. Aside from New England, this analysis shows little geographic cohesion from a physiographic perspective and, apart from the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the climate indices do not show widespread, strong correlations with flood events. The fragmented patterns of flood change suggest that the catchment scale may be the resolution at which to understand and attribute these patterns, as the regional or global explanatory variables examined here appear to hold only a small amount of explanatory power.

The metrics of flooding used in this study are just a few of the many that warrant examination over time. The relationships between landscape properties, climate variations and trends, and the generation of floods is highly complex. Continuing research aimed at identifying climate-related trend signals in flood records is one part of an overall strategy needed to increase the ability to forecast the trajectory of flood conditions that is needed to guide natural resource and natural hazard planning and management over the coming decades.
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Figure 1. Streamgages to assess changes in floods across the United States. Map showing the physiographic regions of the United States [Fenneman and Johnson, 1946] and streamgages that are classified as having minimal development and management of water resources within the contributing watershed. These streamgages have at least 20 years of complete daily streamflow data between water years 1940 to 1969 (the “base period”), at least 20 years of complete streamflow data from water years 1970 to 2013 (the “recent period”), and at least 5 years of complete streamflow data since water year 1999 (the “very recent period”).
Figure 2. Regional changes in floods across the United States. Maps showing regional trends over the period 1940-2013 in the (a) frequency of flood events per year, (b) peak daily streamflow of flood events, (c) duration of flood events, and (d) volume of flood events. The trends in all of these variables are represented as changes from these characteristics observed during the base period of 1940-1969. Each square is a grid cell of 400 km on a side. The number in the upper left hand corner indicates the number of streamgages within that cell. Cells with fewer than three streamgages were not included in the analysis. Significance is determined by the Regional Kendall Test [Helsel and Frans, 2006]. Cells are shaded based on significance and direction of trend. Each cell contains a smoothed line resulting from a locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) regression of time versus the series of flood events for the streamgages contained within the cell. These LOESS curves are computed after standardizing the data from each site such that the mean value during the 1940-1969 base period was equal to 1.0 with the exception of the frequency of events, which were not standardized. Plots located in the explanation show the scale for each LOESS plot.
Figure 3. Streamgages experiencing similar changes in flood events. Streamgages clustered into one of four groups experiencing similar changes in the frequency (Freq), peak magnitude (Peak), duration (Dur), and volume (Vol) of flood events over the period 1940-2013 relative to a base period from 1940-1969 that averaged 2 flood events per year. Streamgages in (a), the no change (NC) group, generally show no change in the flood properties; streamgages in (b), the increasing frequency (IF) group, generally exhibit an increasing frequency of events; streamgages in (c), the all increasing group (AI), show increases across all flood properties; and streamgages in (d), the decreasing frequency (DF) group generally exhibit a decreasing frequency of events. Box plots of the Kendall tau values – a measure of relation between time and the flood properties – for the streamgages within each group is shown to the right of each map. A negative Kendall tau value indicates a decreasing trend; a positive value indicates an increasing trend. Correlations above values of 0.13 and below values of -0.13 (shown in grey lines) are generally significant correlations at a significance level of 0.1. Streamgages that are members of the respective cluster are shown as an open blue circle; streamgages that are part of the study but not a member of the cluster are shown as open gray circles.
Figure 4. Relations between flood events and large-scale, quasi-periodic climate indices. Fraction of significant Spearman rho correlation values (a) with no lag between the time series of flood frequency, peak magnitude, duration, and volume of flood events with each of five large-scale, quasi-periodic climate indices: North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), Pacific North American (PNA) Oscillation, El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and fraction of significant Spearman rho correlation values between the time series of peak magnitude, duration, and volume of flood events using the preceding 3-month and 6-month values of the climate indices. Maps (b and c) show correlations between the flood property and climate index series that were found to show significant relations at more than 25 percent of streamgages.